
This report looks at the following areas:

Key issues covered in this report
•• Purchase behaviours of affordable luxury products
•• The channels consumers use to purchase and collect information on

affordable luxury goods
•• Price preference when purchasing affordable luxury goods
•• Influencing key factors when buying affordable luxury
•• Consumers’ attitudes towards buying affordable luxury

Affordable luxury is not a fad in China. With consumers’ lives improving, their
pursuit of quality lives and tasteful lifestyles is also increasing. In the post-
COVID-19 era, their definition of luxury has also changed and their focus has
gradually shifted to affordable luxury.

With the fast development of digitalization, consumers’ recognition and
awareness of affordable luxury are increasing in many ways, such as exposure
via social media and ecommerce. Thanks to the convenience of these
channels, affordable luxury is more accessible than ever to consumers,
especially younger generations, internet natives who are used to gathering
information via different resource channels.

The impact of China chic also plays an important role in the fashion market.
Consumers are not only looking for international affordable luxury brands but
also domestic brands as well, since they are feeling more attached to their
local culture, driven by an increased sense of belonging and identity.
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Figure 6: Attitudes towards affordable luxury, 2021
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• The implication
Figure 8: Coach X Champion concept store in Chengdu, 2021

• Growing consumption power drives affordable luxury
market

• Ritual consumption gives new meaning to consumption
• eCommerce boosts the market to the next level
• Younger generation becomes the major consumption force

• Coach
• Pandora
• Issey Miyake
• Michael Kors
• ELLASSAY

• Interactive customization shortens the distance with
consumers
Figure 9: BaubleBar’s video chat, 2020

• Making the shopping journey fun
• The rarer, the more precious

Figure 10: Koio, 2021
• Advocate minimalist style in younger shoppers

Figure 11: M.Gemi, 2021
• Endowing meaning when buying

Figure 12: Darry Ring’s limited selling to male consumers, 2021

• Dedicated to the recycling economy
Figure 13: Portobello, Mulberry, 2019

• Shift to simple design
Figure 14: Issey Miyake BAO BAO, 2019

• Improving shopping experience with algorithms and big
data
Figure 15: True&Co’s offers various underwear for females with
different body styles, 2021

• Affordable luxury is more easily accepted than luxury
Figure 16: Affordable luxury products bought, 2021
Figure 17: Affordable luxury products bought, 2021

• Financial status heavily affects purchase preference

MARKET FACTORS

KEY PLAYERS’ PERFORMANCE

COMPETITIVE STRATEGIES

WHO’S INNOVATING?

AFFORDABLE LUXURY PRODUCTS BOUGHT
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Figure 18: Affordable luxury products bought, by monthly
personal income, 2021

• Jewellery and clothing preferred by 25-39s
Figure 19: Affordable luxury clothing and jewellery bought, by
age, 2021

• Demand in lower tier cities is catching up with big cities
Figure 20: Affordable luxury products bought, by city tier, 2021

• Official channels prevail for affordable luxury goods
Figure 21: Purchasing channels for affordable luxury, 2021
Figure 22: Pandora’s statement on sustainability, 2021

• Grab high income consumers
Figure 23: Purchase channel for affordable luxury, by monthly
personal income, 2021

• Unleash the potential of shopping apps and second-hand
exchange markets
Figure 24: Purchase channel for affordable luxury, by city tier,
2021
Figure 25: Purchased affordable luxury products in selected
channels, 2021

• Online information is the key
Figure 26: Sources for getting information about affordable
luxury, 2021

• Marketing to different ages
Figure 27: Sources for getting information about affordable
luxury, by age, 2021
Figure 28: Sources for getting information about affordable
luxury, by age, 2021

• Public traffic converted most by live streaming
Figure 29: Sources for getting information about affordable
luxury, by purchasing channels, 2021
Figure 30: Advertisement for Tmall’s luxury product promotion,
2020

• Jewellery and watches never go out of style
Figure 31: Preferred price for purchasing affordable luxury
products, 2021

• Opportunity for jewellery with family with kids
Figure 32: Preferred price for purchasing affordable luxury
jewellery, by family structure, 2021

PURCHASING CHANNEL

SOURCE OF INFORMATION

PAYING FOR AFFORDABLE LUXURY
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Figure 33: Chow Tai Fook’s Inheritance collection, 2021
• Target Gen Z with entry level products

Figure 34: Selected preferred price for purchasing
affordable luxury products, by age, 2021

• The potential of lower tier cities
Figure 35: Selected preferred price for purchasing
affordable luxury products, by city tier, 2021

• Deliver self-expression via buying affordable luxury
Figure 36: Reasons for purchasing affordable luxury, 2021

• Focus on 25-29s with good financial status
Figure 37: Selected reasons for purchasing affordable luxury,
by age and monthly personal income, 2021
Figure 38: Selected reasons for purchasing affordable luxury,
by age, 2021

• Lure high income individuals with customization services
and co-branding
Figure 39: Selected reasons for purchasing affordable luxury,
by monthly personal income, 2021
Figure 40: Selected reasons for purchasing affordable luxury,
by monthly personal income, 2021

• Affordable luxury as a rational and quality life
Figure 41: Selected attitudes towards affordable luxury, 2021

• Low-key design is more preferred
Figure 42: Selected attitudes towards affordable luxury, 2021
Figure 43: Selected attitudes towards affordable luxury, by
age, 2021

• High earners are looking more for domestic brands
Figure 44: Selected attitudes towards affordable luxury, by
monthly personal income, 2021

• Potential challenge for affordable luxury
Figure 45: Selected attitudes towards affordable luxury, 2021

• Methodology
• Abbreviations

PURCHASING FACTORS FOR AFFORDABLE LUXURY

ATTITUDES TOWARDS AFFORDABLE LUXURY

APPENDIX – METHODOLOGY AND ABBREVIATIONS
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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